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GEOEGE E. JENKS, STATE PKINTER.
1866.
Office of the Secretary of State, 1
Concord, June 1, 1866. J
Sir,—By virtue of the authority vested in me by chap-
ter 2398 of the Pamphlet Laws of this State, I hereby
authorize you to print two thousand copies of the Eeport
of the Adjutant-General for the use of the State.
WALTER HARRIMAN,
Secretary of State.
GEORGE E. JENKS. State Printer.
General Headquarters, State of New-Hampshire :
^
Adjutant-General's Office, V
Concord, Juue 10, 1866. j
To His Excellency, Frederick Smyth,
Governor and Commander-in-Chief
:
I Lave the honor to transmit herewith my Annual
Report of this Department, for the year ending June 1,
1866.
With respect I remain
Your obedient Servant,
NATT HEAD, Adjutant- General

ABJUTANT-GENEEAL'S REPORT.
General Headquarters, State of New-Hampshire : "i
Adjutant-Gteneral's Office, V
Concord, June 1, 1866. j
To His Excellenc}', Frederick Smyth,
Governor and Commander-in-Chief
:
Governor— In compiling ray Annual Report for this
year, I have been governed chiefly by the desire of bring-
ing to a complete close the record of our volunteer sol-
diery, accounting for those remaining in service January
1, 1865, and all others previously erroneously accounted
for ; and it is vpith the utmost satisfaction that I sub-
mit my Report, in the full belief that no other State has
been more fortunate in securing a record more satisfac-
tory and reliable in its many details.
In transcribing the record of each volunteer for publica*
tion, I have aimed to exhibit, in as full and complete a
manner as is possible to have printed in so limited a
space, the many changes that have occurred in the way
of promotion, and of casualties received in action. In
no instance have I omitted to have appear upon the
record the fact of a promotion, or casualty received, if
the same has been officially reported to this office.
Our citizens have cause for feeling grateful that all of
our brave volunteers, who have survived the dangers and
hardships of four long years of sanguinary war, marked
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by unprecedented campaigns, have returned to their peace-
ful homes during the past year. It has enabled me to
close their brilliant record, thereby rendering prompt jus-
tice to the most honored of our citizens.
The size of the Report renders it necessary that it
should be issued in two volumes.
VOLUME I.
I have deemed it advisable to include in the same vol-
ume the entire tabular records of our volunteers, which
Vv^ill greatly facilitate the attainment of information in all
cases of reference. Beside these statistics, the first vol-
ume contains the annual enrollment of the militia for
April, 1866, and the roster of ofiicers of New-Hampshire
Volunteer State Militia, with general remarks on the
various topics which require consideration.
VOLUME II.
It has been a desideratum to preserve in some way a
brief history of the organization and operations of each
of the military commands raised by the State, giving, so
far as the limits of a volume will permit, a narrative ac-
count of the manner and circumstances under which they
were raised, the military operations in which they have
participated, and the numerous data and items concerning
each, which will thus be preserved in convenient form,
and, it is hoped, prove interesting to all who have known
any thing of the regiments to which they relate. Sketches
of some of the regiments were published in my Report of
last year; but, from the fact that they were mostly im-
perfect and meagre, I have deemed it desirable to make
this volume as complete a history of the volunteer forces
of the State as can be obtained. To enable me to carry
out this idea, circulars were sent from this office to the
officers of the various commands, asking them to either
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send sketches of their respective commands, written by
themselves, or such material aa they had, from which
sketches might be compiled. I am gratified to state that
this request has been generally complied with, and ma-
terial has been furnished sufficient to supply tolerably full
histories of all the volunteer organizations of the State.
I have cause for great satisfaction in having secured the
services of Lieut. George A. Marden, late of the First
Regiment U. S. Sharp-shooters, who has assumed the full
charge of compiling the histories of our volunteer sol-
diery. Lieutenant Marden entered the service as a pri-
vate in 1861, and, as soldier and officer in various capaci-
ties, served three years. His experience in the army
renders him well qualified to supervise the preparation of
these histories ; and his ability as a writer, which is well
known in this vicinity, gives assurance that the work will
be well and faithfully accomplished.
I would here call attention to the report which follows
the history of the Fourteenth Regiment, of the inau-
guration of the Winchester Monument, erected by the
State in honor of the memory of our gallant heroes,
members of the 14th Regiment N. H. V., who were slain
in battle at Winchester, Va., Sept. 19, 1864.
In addition, this volume will contain a
HISTORY OF THE STATE MILITIA.
It gives me great pleasure to state that Col. Chandler
E. Potter, of Hillsborough, has kindly furnished an inter-
esting and valuable account of the militia of New-Hamp-
shire, from its origin down to the commencement of the
late war, and in which he has carefully collected and
brought together, in an entertaining manner, a large num-
ber of facts which will prove of great value for reference,
and as an authentic record of the former laws and organi-
zations of New-Hampshire militia.
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SUMMARY OF OFFICIAL BUSINESS TRANSACTED DURING THE
PAST YEAR.
The amount of labor required to be performed in this
office during the past year has not materially differed from
that of the year previous,
"While it has lessened in some particular branches, other
new branches of labor have arisen which have taxed to the
utmost the constant employment of the small force, when
compared with that of other States, at my command.
Instead of the anticipated respite from arduous duties
such as attended the organization of new commands and
the recruitment of those already in the field, these have
been exceeded by the laborious duties consequent upon
the rapid muster-out of service of our several regiments
and other volunteer organizations.
The troops arrived home with such rapidity that I was
forced to work my assistants, not only from eight to ten
hours in the day, but to a late hour in the night also, in
copying muster-out rolls of companies, comparing them
with regimental returns, and recording the same upon the
descriptive records of our volunteers. This work was of
a most fatiguing nature, requiring great patience, care-
ful attention, and a discriminating judgment. It has,
however, been most faithfully performed, and the records
of our volunteers so consolidated and systematized as to
be easy of access.
Complete sets of muster-out rolls of all our volunteer
organizations have been obtained, the value of which can
not be estimated. They, with other valuable records, such
as muster-in rolls, returns from regiments, returns from
hospitals, official reports of casualties, and others too nu-
merous to mention, will be placed in the fire-proof vaults
connected with this office.
The work of closing the records of volunteers has been
extremely laborious and of a most perplexing nature.
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llegiinental and hospital returns and muster-out rolls
often conflict, one with the other. Such cases have occa-
sioned lengthy and voluminous correspondence, often pro-
ducing the pleasing result of preventing injustice being
done to deserving soldiers.
The daily applications of soldiers requesting the cor-
rection of errors in official returns made to this office,
have received attention, and, regardless of the work im-
posed, have invariably received full investigation.
During the past year a heavy correspondence has been
carried on, occasioned by the muster-out of service of
our volunteer troops, producing a multitude of anxious
inquiries from relatives and friends of soldiers, either
slain in battle, or starved victims of rebel barbarity, or
that have suffiired death from wounds or lingering dis-
ease in camp or hospital, or that failed to return home
with their companies for muster-out of service. The de-
sired information, when known, has in all cases been
promptly imparted, and when unknown, every exertion
possible has been made to ascertain the facts so anxiously
desired.
Returns and rolls that have been received from Regi-
ments, hospitals, and various other sources, have been ac-
knowledged, carefully examined, recorded, and placed
with their appropriate files.
The many cases of inquiry referred to this office daily,
by the "War Department, in all instances have received
prompt attention.
To all authorized agents, information affecting the pen-
sion, back pay and bounties of deceased and discharged
soldiers, has been imparted.
Company officers have been furnished with all desired
information of discharged or deceased soldiers, to enable
them to complete the muster-out rolls of their commands.
All recommendations for promotion that have been re-
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ceived have been examined, approved or disapproved, and
transmitted.
Commissions, manifold in number, have been made, re-
corded, and forwarded.
Accounts against this Department have been examined,
recorded, certified and transmitted to the State Auditor
for payment.
Accounts against the United States have been prepared
and presented, the major portion of which have been liqui-
dated.
State aid claims of towns and cities have been carefully
compared with the records, certified and returned to the
Honorable Committee on State Aid, for adjustment. This
labor has been extremely onerous, requiring much time
and great patience.
The annual enrollment of the militia has, by persistent
effort, been obtained complete, a success unattaiued for a
series of years past. Having just emerged from a sanguin-
ary war of four long years' duration, the enrollment of this
year becomes an item of unusual interest and increased
importance.
Many new companies of State Militia have been organ-
ized and accepted into the service of the State. The labor
attending the same has by no means been insignificant.
Companies have been furn^'^bed with arms, equipments,
company books, blanks, tactics, and nearly all of them
uniformed.
Invoices and receipts of all property issued, have each
been exchanged in duplicate.
General and special orders and circulars have been pro-
mulgated. Muster and pay-rolls of the militia examined,
certified, and payment of the same obtained. All militia
returns received have been acknowledged, carefully exam-
ined and recorded.
Returned regiments have been properly received and
provided for in a most hospitable manner.
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The general correspondence of the office has been ex-
ceedingly burdensome. The unceasing efforts to obtain
historical material of regiments has occasioned great la-
bor. During the past year three thousand letters have been
written, copies of which have been retained and recorded.
In addition, printed circular letters, to the number of six
thousand, and certificates of enlistment, to the number of
some three thousand jive hundred have been issued.
The personal inquiries made at this office have varied
from fifty to one hundred daily. The information, though
cheerfully imparted, has often caused serious detention in
the discharge of most pressing duties.
The labor of preparing this report can not be adequately
explained. To give some idea of its extent, it is but ne-
cessary to state that the consolidated records of our vol-
unteers have almost entirely been transcribed in pre-
paring the manuscript.
In addition to the foregoing labors, should be mention-
ed the labor of preparing my annual report as Quarter-
master-General, which will be submitted separately.
It should also be stated that this office has been
twice moved during the past year, and the consequent
inevitable confusion attending the same, has proved a
source of serious inconvenience, and to a great extent
increased 'the labors of the office. The records have
accumulated to such vast proportions, and, from necessity,
are so numerous in their classification, that it becomes
no trifling matter to " strike tents," and establish head-
quarters elsewhere. The only gratifying circumstance
connected with the perambulation of this office, is the
fact that each change has been distinguished by marked
improvement in location. Its present situation is by
far the most preferable, and being such, it is hoped that
no event in the future will necessitate another change.
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APPROPRIATIONS FOR AND EXPENSES OF THE ADJUTANT-GEN-
ERAL' S DEPARTMENT, FOR THE YEARS ENDING WITH MAY
OF 1865-6.
Appropriations for year ending with May, 1865.
For clerk hire, • $3,000 00
For securing back records and perfecting same, 10,000 00
Total appropriations, $13,000 00
Expenses.
Alonzo r. Bacon, chief clerk, $1,180 54
George F. Lord, clerk, - 718 67
John M. Haines, clerk, 456 68
Nathan W. Gove, clerk, 106 45
John 11. Teague, clerk, 25 00
F. P. Ela, clerk, 32 00
John L. Head, clerk, 34 00
Jabez W. Hatch, messenger, QQ 00
D. A. Hill, for cases for records, 65 00
For clerical services rendered out of
.State, 1,620 00
James B. Gove, on account of Quarter-
master-General's Department, 128 26
Total, 4,432 60
Balance unexpended, $8,567 40
Appropriations for year ending May, 1866, 2,000 00
Total available fund, $10,567 40
Expenses.
Alonzo P. Bacon, chief clerk, $1,199 37
George F. Lord, clerk, . 1,093 71
John M. Haines, clerk, 1,104 71
Jabez "W. Hatch, messenger, 27 00
J. E. Pecker, assistant, 575 00
Levi W. Diamond, clerk, 282 24
Richard W. Robinson, clerk, 282 24
Daniel A. Hill, cases for records, 105 50
George W. Drew, office furniture, 27 00
170 00
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FUNERAL OBSEQUIES OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
In accordan'ce with the course designated by Presi-
dent Johnson to be pursued in regard to the funeral
obsequies of our lamented President, Abraham Lincoln,
early arrangements were commenced for their observance
on the 1st of June, and the following circular was issued
from this office
:





l, May 5, 18G5. )
Circular No. 1.
For the information of the people of New-Hampshire, the following is
promulgated
:
1st. The Hon. J. W. Patterson, of Hanover, has accepted an invitation
from the Governor and the Honorable Council to deliver a Funeral Eulogy
on the lamented Chief Magistrate of the United States, at the Capital of
New-Hampshire, on the first day of June, being the day designated by Pres-
ident Johnson for further memorial service to ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
2d. The people of the State are cordially invited to assemble at their
Capital, on the day above designated,, and unite, without distinction of par-
ty, in some more formal tribute of respect to the memory of the pure-mind-
ed patriot and honest man, who was struck down by a cowardly assassiuj
while holding the highest office in the gift of the American people. An
especial invitation is extended to the various social, philanthropic, and
military organizations of the Commonwealth, to be present in a body;
and it is hoped that in this State, as in every other, the various Masonic
bodies. Lodges of Odd Fellows, Divisions of Sons of Temperance, and
other similar organizations, will be largely represented on an occasion
which transcends all political and social ties, and justly enlists the sym-
pathy of all classes of humanity.
3d. The delegations from other towns and cities will be met, on there ar-
rival in Concord, by suitable escort, and proceed to the place that may be
designated for the delivery of Mr. Patterson's oration, under the direction
of the Adjutant-General of the State, who is authorized by the Governor
to designate assistant Marshals, and arrange the minor details of the
mournful pageant.
Organisations desiring to particij^ate in the ceremonies of the occasion
will communicate with him at an early day.
4th. The Veteran Soldiers of New-Hampshire regiments are especially
invited to be present, when their State pays the last tribute of respect ta
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the memory of their late Commander-in-Chief. The post of honor will
be assigned them on this occasion.
Each organization will be entrusted with the battle-flags which it has
borne through the terrible chances of war, and marshaled by the ranking
officer who may be present.
His Excellency, the Governor, is endeavoring to make such arrangements
as will insure the free transportation of discharged and disabled soldiers
to Concord and return.
6th. Special orders in regard to the military escort for this occasion will
be issued, and further information seasonably promulgated from this ofSce.
6th. It is believed that the people of New-Hampshire will, in general,
avail themselves of this occasion to make public manifestation of their love
and respect for our late President. How much we loved him, we knew not,
until he was taken from us.
" He was always a true friend to the Kepublic." Can a more proud title
be worn by an American ; and can one wear it as proudly as he ?
Be this the thought we would put upon his tombstone
:
" The more loe knew him, the more loe loved hun. The m,ore he was tried
hy ths common danger, the more he was trusted by the people."
Because he loved the nation, the nation now weeps for him ; because he
labored in our behalf, we hold him in affectionate remembrance.
In just appreciation of his integrity, we will honor his memory.
By order of His Excellency, the Governor.
NATT HEAD, Adjutant-General.







1, May 5, 18G5. j
General Headquarters, State of New-Hampshire :
Adjutant-General'
Concord,
Special Orders No. 16.
1. The commanding officers of the following named military organiza-
tions, composing a part of the militia of the State of New-Hampshire,
are hereby ordered to prepare their respective commands for service at
the Capital of the State, on the first of June ensuing, to participate in the
public demonstration of lovt, honor and respect, rendered by the State, as
a befitting tribute, in honor of the memory of that good and honest man,
Abraham Lincoln, late Chief Magistrate of the United States.
ORGANIZATIONS.
Amoskeag Veterans, of Manchester, Col. C. E. Potter, commanding.
Governor's Horse Guards, Col. Henry O. Kent, commanding.
Granite State Cadets, of Nashua, Capt. L. M. Wright, commanding.
Lafayette Artillery Company, of Lyndeborough, Capt. Eli C. Curtis,
commanding.
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Strafford Guards, of Dover, Capt. Thomas Currier, commanding.
National Guards, of Manchester, Capt. John D. Colby, commanding.
Bed-ford Light Infantry, of Bedford, Capt. George W. Eiddle, com-
manding.
II. The several commands will appear in full uniform, armed and equip-
ped in light marching order, with as full ranks as may be possible.
III. Transportation will be furnished by the Quartermaster-General.
IV. These orders are imperative ; their receipt will be promptly ac-
knowledged.
By order of the Commander-in-Chief.
NATT HEAD, Adjutant-General.
Arrangements were subsequently made for providing
free transportation over all the railroads in the State for
all discharged officers and soldiers, State militia organiza-
tions, and bands. All railroads— the Boston and Maine
excepted — transported others for half fare. A general
order was issued on the Slst of May, giving the proposed
order of the procession, appointing the various marshals
and their aids, and making all necessary arrangements for
the military part of the proceedings.
The people of the State turned out in large numbers in
answer to the invitation extended to them. The railroads
were occupied to their utmost capacity in bringing citi-
zens and soldiers, singly, and by organized bodies, from
all parts of the State. From the neighboring towns, and
those not on the lines of railroad, came large numbers of
carriages, with multitudes of people, adding to the alrea-
dy immense throng. The exercises contemplated in the
order issued on the previous day were fully carried out,
and the procession was probably the largest ever known
in the State. The number of citizens who visited the Cap-
ital that day was estimated at upward of twenty thousand.
The proceedings are too well known to thousands of
participants to need detailed mention in these j)ages. It
was a spontaneous expression of the sorrow of the people
for the loss of one whom all loved and trusted ; one who,
amidst the turbulent times of civil war and party strife,
won the respect and esteem of political supporters and
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party opponents. The literature of the time is rich with
eloquent tributes to his worth. Monuments of marble
and of brass memorize his place in the affections of those
who loved him. Paintings and sculpture preserve the
form and lineaments with which we desire to recall his
presence. But his noblest monument, after all, is his
place in the hearts of all who could appreciate a life-long
struggle for duty, and the sacrifice of a life in its devoted
performance of the right.
STATE MILITIA, AND STATE MILITIA LAWS.
The liberal provisons contained in the militia law of
1862, and its subsequent amendments, possess gratifying
proofs of their wisdom in the present flourishing condition
of our volunteer militia. Nearly all the force authorized
by the law has been raised and organized, and a sufficient
number of companies are now in progress to complete it.
During the past year one of the best companies raised
under the old law, namely, the Granite State Cadets, of
Nashua, has been disbanded on account of the expiration
of the term of service for which it was organized. For a
succession of years this company ever maintained full
ranks, until the war drew so heavily on its members as to
seriously embarras its organization. It leaves the service
of the State with a reputation second to none. Its place
will be supplied with one or more new companies about
being organized.
The following companies have been organized and
accepted into the service of the State during the present
year, and now form a portion of a body fully equipped
and ready for any emergency calling for the employment
of a military force :
HEAD GUARDS. Manchester.




FIRST COMPANY OF CAVALRY, Manchester.
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FIKST LIGHT BATTERY {Section A), I>OYEB.
STATE CAPITAL GUARDS, Concord.
MESSER RIFLES, New-London.
GILMORE RIFLES, {Fisherville) Concord.
SMYTH GUARDS, Boscawen.
MANCHESTER WAR VETERANS, Manchester.
WILTON LIGHT INFANTRY, Wilton.
HOOKSETT LIGHT INFANTRY, Hooksett.
These companies were raised in the order as shown,
and have been furnished with arms and aceouterments,
and, with one exception, with uniforms of the United
States army pattern.
The military spirit is now quite active, and almost any
required number of companies might be raised. IsTumer-
ous petitions from several places for raising companies
have been refused, in order to give all sections of the
State an opportunity of being represented.
In the main, the present law has been found to work
admirably', but there are yet some minor points in which
it is susceptible of improvement, and I would suggest
one or two amendments, which might readily be made a
supplementary enactment, and added to the copies already
printed for distribution among the militia. The follow-
ing are the changes and additions which most forcibly
recommend themselves
:
1. In my judgment, it would be economy, both in
expense and labor, to limit companies of all arms to the
same number of men and officers—say, a minimum of
fifty-one. At present, the law provides for much larger
companies of artillery and cavalry than infantry. How-
ever necessary this distinction may be in troops for active
service, I am confident that the extra labor, and compli-
cation in papers, arising from looking after different
classes of organization is not compensated by any advan-
tage in the present plan.
2. The present law makes inadequate provision for
enforcing care and responsibility for property belonging
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to the State, on the part of those into whose possession it
may come. I am of the opinion that it would be well to
provide that neither clothing, camp and garrison equip-
age, or ordnance, should be allowed to be taken from the
company armories except for repairs or company parade.
Officers, responsible for State property, should be bound
in some adequate manner for its safe-keeping, and I would
suggest that, to the present remedy of a suit for dama-
ges, in case of carelessness or willful neglect, there be
added some penalty which might be enforced in case
judgment obtained in such suit should fail to be satisfied.
3. A certain number of meetings for drill, etc.,
perhaps one per month—the day to be at the option of
the company, or its commanding officer—should be re-
quired, and rigidly enforced. It is only by frequent prac-
tice that proficiency in tactics, or a proper esprit dii corps
can be maintained, and further legislation seems necessary
to make the law efficient in this respect.
The amount allowed by law for annual rent of an
armory is but fifty dollars. For this sum, in towns of any
considerable size, where most of our companies are raised,
no suitable room can be obtained. The armory should
not only be a place suitable for the storage of the compa-
^y property, but should be large enough to admit of some
of the movements of squad and company drill. I would
recommend that the amount allowed for rent of armory
be increased to one hundred dollars per year, believing
that it will prove, in the end, an economical measure, as
enhancing the efficiency of the militia, and the safety of
the State property.
It seems to me, also, that the present allowance of one
dollar and fifty cents for the use of horses for our cavalry
and artillery, at their various annual parades and inspec-
tions, should be increased to two dollars per day, which
is a reasonable sura for the pay for a horse for such duty.
It would be a great improvement in the appearance of
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the uniform of the militia, to substitute for the common
and inferior button of the United States army pattern,
the State button of New-Hampshire. And I would recom-
mend that the law in regard to uniforms be so amended
as to require that the State button be furnished to the
several companies, and that they be required to make the
necessary change. Massachusetts, and other States, have
adopted a similar plan ; and, beside the propriety of using
a State button on a State uniform, the improved appear-
ance will amply compensate for the slight expense to be
incurred.
The above would remedy the most defective points in
the recent law, and I would urge the importance of their
consideration by the Honorable Legislature.
The last encampment held by the State Militia was in
1863. Every year since that date, companies have express-
ed a most anxious desire to hold another encampment
;
but in consequence of the incompleteness of the organi-
zation of the militia, none has since been ordered. The
provisions of the law in this respect, however, now that
the railitar}^ force of the State is in some measure organ-
ized, should be enforced. I can conceive of no greater
stimulus to the military spirit, and no greater encourage-
ment to the zeal and proficiency of the companies, than
the prospect of such a meeting as this occasion afibrds,
and I believe it to be of the highest importance that an
encampment be held during the coming autumn.
RETURNED COLORS.
After a great deal of eftbrt in looking up and recover-
ing colors belonging to the several regiments, those which
have been found and those which were returned formally
to the State by the regiments, have now been tastefully
arranged, with proper labels to designate the regiments to
which they belonged, upon the columns supporting the
Doric Hall of the State House. The whole number, in-
cluding a few guidons, is eighty-two. It is probable that
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a few others are scattered about the State in the hands of
unauthorized parties, which ought to be delivered over to
the State and properly cared for. Those which were
found, were some of them in the hands of officers of the reg-
iments to which they belonged, and some of them in the
hands of citizens who had in oneway or another obtained
possession of them.
It is a source of infinite gratification that these glorious
mementos have at last been gathered together and so
disposed of as to form not only an ornam-ent to the State
House but one of the chief objects of interest which
shall attract the eye of the visitor at the Capitol. The
gathering crowds which, during the coming session of the
Legislature, will assemble to gaze on these colors ; the
affection with which they will be viewed by the war-worn
veterans who will come to see once more the flag they
followed sometimes to victory, sometimes to defeat, and,
thank God ! to final triumph, but never to dishonor ; the
reverence in which they will be held by the citizens who
see in their torn and tattered folds the evidence of the
esteem in which were held the principles ejpibodied in
their country's banner ; and last and holiest, the tears of
the widow and orphan which will flow at the sight which
recalls the loss of dear ones who hallowed its memory
witli their blood, all will witness, as they have already
witnessed, the feelings with which these honored memo-
rials of glory are esteemed, and call upon us to preserve,
wdth tender care, these remnants of the banners under
which our brothers and sons marched to the defense of
their country.
Under the feeling that these colors are perishable, and
can onl}' be seen by a visit to the Capitol, I considered it
would be desired by all patriotic citizens to retain, in a
durable and portable form, some representation of the
several flags of the different regiments. With this
belief, I accepted a proposal from Messrs. Kimball &
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Sons, photographers of Concord, to make pictures of
the different colors, both singly, and in groups of those
of each regiment. These pictures have been very suc-
cessfully taken, and I can conceive of no act on the
part of our State more just and appreciative of the ser-
vices performed by our brave soldiers, than for the ensuing-
Legislature to provide by Act that all honorably dis-
charged volunteers be presented, by the State, with a
photograph, in group, of the colors of the regiment or
organization in which they performed honorable service.
Copies of all the photographs have been presented to
the State by Messrs. Kimball & Sous, which can be seen at
my office. Additional copies of any or all can be obtained
at a reasonable price of the publishers, by any who desire
to possess so valuable a memento.
THE SOLDIERS AT HOME.
Among the people at large there vras an apparently
wel -grounded fear that should the war suddenly close,
and thousands of men be at once returned from the
strictness of army discipline to the greater freedom of
civil life,' (disorder and crime would increase, and society
suffer greatly from the change. The history of the past
was turned to as confirming this theory, and the future
was looked forward to with the pleasing anticipations of
the return of peace clouded with an unpleasant forboding
of what would be the condition of society after the return
of so many of its members, hardened by exposure to dan-
ger and excitement, careless of life and property, from an
experience calculated to render both cheaply estimated,
and likely to find the quiet pursuits of home irksome after
the more stirring scenes of active and sanguinary warfare.
The facts, however, prove the theory to have wanted
foundation, and the fear to have been really groundless.
Crime may possibly have been more prevalent during the
year past since the war came to an end than in the year
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preceding, but may probably be mostly accounted for in
the increase of that part of the population who are its
usual authors. While the war drew largely on the most
respectable and best portion of the citizens, it also natur-
ally drew in many of the disorderly and vicious. In the
latter years of the war many were induced by large boun-
ties to enter the service, who, beside being in themselves
a positively bad class of recruits, had the further eft'ect of
discouraijinoc the enlistment of the better men of the
State, whose circumstances had prevented them from pre-
viously entering the service. The desertions and other-
wise disgraceful record of the above mentioned class, will
be seen from the rolls of the various regiments to which
they were assigned.
Society, being thus freed from many of its worst ele-
ments, was, during their absence, peculiarly exempt from
crime and disorder ; and if, for a short time after the close
of the war these seemed to increase, it was doubtless ow-
ing to the contrast between that period and the quiet year
just preceding it, rather than to any increase in the ordi-
nary amount of wrong-doing caused by the demoralizing
effect of a life in the army on those who had temporarily
engaged in it.
The soldiers were not such by profession, and men who
had taken up arms from the purest of motives, who dis-
liked the scenes of blood and devastation they witnessed
as heartily as they longed for peace, home, and their fa-
miliar pursuits ; who were only citizens in blue, fighting
for peace, and not for conquest; for their own homes, and
not the aggrandizement of crowned rulers ; such men
could scarcely be injuriouslj-^ affected by any circumstan-
ces wHth which they were surrounded.
The worthless characters, substitutes and others, whose
motive was gain and whose standing in society was al-
ready of the lowest stamp, would be likely to be improved
rather than injured by the strictness of military discipline
;
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and where the service failed to awaken any feeling of pat-
riotism or desire for promotion, it could hardly be wanting
in a salutary influence of subordination to authority and
obedience to law.
The facts, so far as they have come to my observation
or have been reported to me by others, confirm this view
of the matter. Of the inmates of our penitentiaries and
prisons, and of the names on our criminal dockets, the
returned soldiers bear no more than the proportion which,
from their numbers, compared with other classes of the
community, would seem natural, and of these the worst
criminals are probably just the men who would have oc-
eujDied these places had there been no war. By far the
larger portion of the soldiers have quietly returned to
their former occupations, and resumed their places as use-
ful, sober and respected members of community. Society
has received no shock, and felt no unusual disturbance.
Regiments have returned, been paid off and discharged,
and in twenty-four hours have been so absorbed with
their fellow-citizens, that here and there an empty sleeve,
a halting gait, or a blue coat, were the only visible eviden-
ces that so large a portion of the population had just re-
turned from a long and bloody war.
I esteem it both a duty and a privilege to pay this trib-
ute to the returned soldiers of the State of New-Hamp-
shire. Their promptness in volunteering, their unfailing
patriotism and their unflinching bravery, are a noble record;
and this record is fitly crowned by the admirable spirit
and good order in which they have laid down the weapons
of war, and, having seen the Union and the Flag restored
to their former glory, resumed the arts and avocations of
peace.
ERRORS.
It is not possible for a work of this description to be
completed and made free from errors. All volunteers are
accounted for as reported to this ofiice upon some ofiicial
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return. Hospital returns frequently conflict with monthly
returns of regiments and muster-out rolls of companies.
A discriminating judgment often has to be exercised, and
much correspondence carried on before the records of
volunteers can be determined upon. Not a day passes but
that more or less corrections are made in the records of
our volunteers, occasioned by investigations made at their
personal request, or in consequence of later returns that
are daWj being received from various sources.
In the addenda and errata of this report I shall endeavor
to have appear all corrections and alterations made, up to
the latest day possible previous to the completion of print-
ing the first volume.
UNAVOIDABLE DEFECTS.
It will be observed in many cases that the residence of
volunteers is omitted. The army muster-roll, used at the
time of the organization of our early regiments, made no
provision for a column in which should have been inserted
the residence of each volunteer, or the town or city en-
titled to predit for his enlistment. The enlistment papers,
also, failed to contain this most desirable information ; con-
sequently I have been unable to obtain official and relia-
ble evidence of the residence of such volunteers as are
accounted for as unknown.
I would also speak of the imperfect returns of casual-
ties received prior to March, 1864. On my assuming the
duties of Adjutant-General, I found that but few re-
turns of casualties had been received at the ofiice. Of-
ficers in the field, instead of reporting casualties to the
Headquarters of the State, forwarded them direct to pub-
lishers of our several State newspapers. It is greatly to be
regretted that they should have pursued such a course, as
it has prevented justice being done hundreds of our vol-
unteers who carry with them the evidence of honorable
wounds received in devotion to their country's cause.
Kone will admit the propriety of relying upon newspaper
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publications for information to be embodied in records of
so great importance as those of our volunteer soldiers.
It is also to be regretted that so many cases exist where
reports have failed to furnish the date of return to regi-
ments of members who have been captured by the enemy
and afterward paroled, and that have been inmates of
hospitals for many weary months of painful sickness, as
well as of those who have voluntarily returned from de-
sertion, and others that have been apprehended.
I would further speak of the imperfect nature of most
of the muster-out rolls of our volunteer organizations.
By orders of the War Department, it is decreed that
when an organization is mustered out of service, its mem-
bers are declared mustered out at the same time, regard-
less of the fact of their being absent at the time of muster
out. Mustering officers, in numerous cases, have failed
to note upon the muster-out rolls the proper remarks
accounting for those absent at time of muster-out, in
consequence of which many appear as having been
mustered out at such a date and nothing further said
;
whereas, the soldier may continue in service, absent on
detached duty, or sick in hospital. Company command-
ers are to a great extent responsible for the omission of
such remarks as would give the whereabouts of absent
men, as from the company commanders such information
is obtained by the mustering-out officer. The fiict that a
soldier is not entitled to pay after the date of muster-out
of his company (although if he is sick and in hospital he
is entitled to medical treatment), may explain why, in
many instances, company commanders have failed to note
the whereabouts of absentees upon the muster-out rolls.
OBLIGATIONS TO ASSISTANTS.
I can not refrain from acknowledging my indebtedness
to those who have been engaged in this office during the
past two years, and to whose patient labor and careful
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watchfulness the State is indebted for the accurate records
of military services which have now been nearly com-
pleted, and which are every day proving themselves inval-
uable to the returned soldiers and their representatives.
Of the amount of labor thus performed, and the pains
taken to make it full and reliable, very few, who read
these volumes, have any adequate conception. The clerks
in my office have been employed far into nearly every
evening of the year, and it has been only by the most un-
remitting diligence that it has been possible to bring the
work to its present approximation to perfection.
I am especially indebted to my chief clerk. Captain
Alonzo P. Bacon, who, to an unflagging zeal in systema-
tizing the details of the office, and in supervising the
labor in every department, has added a rare taste in
arrangement, unusual method and order in execution, and
untiring industry in carrying ont the arduous and often
perplexing business of the office. The convenience of
the office itself, and its furniture, as well as the tasteful
arrangement of its adornments, and of the colors in the
Doric Hall (which have been mentioned elsewhere),—are
due to Capt. Bacon, and I take pleasure in thus acknowl-
edging, both in behalf of myself and the State, for what
we are indebted to his efforts.
Messrs. George F. Lord and John M. Haines have both
been connected with the office during the same period.
They are both careful, accurate and industrious gentle-
men, and have labored with commendable diligence and
cheerfulness in the arduous duties which the pressure of busi-
ness, at certain portions of the year, has rendered excessive.
Mr. J. W. Hatch, who has acted both as messenger for
the office and receiver and shipper of all military prop-
erty, I have found to be a thoroughly reliable and indus-
trious man. The value of a faithful person for the
position could hardly be exaggerated.
Other employees have been in the office for longer or
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shorter periods during the year, and I deem myself pecu-
liarly fortunate in having secured those who were uniform-
ly trustworthy.
WORK THAT SHOULD BE DONE.
There is no inconsiderable amount of labor remaining
to be performed. The many thousands of enlistment
papers should be more carefully folded, assorted by com-
panies, indorsed, and properly filed by regiments.
The records of our State militia are by no means so
perfect as they should be. A new set of records should
be started, of the same character as those inaugurated on
my assuming the duties of this office.
The most important labor, and that which is daily
becoming imperative, is the preparation of a new set of
books, which should be commenced at once, and in which
should be transcribed the records of our volunteers. The
original descriptive books in this office, of regiments that
.were started at the commencement of the war, were sadly
insufiicient in size, containing not more than half the
space required in which to insert the full record of the
enlisted men.
Immediately on entering the office, in March, 1864, I
caused new and proper books to be furnished, in which
were recorded the names of all volunteers forwarded to
the field since January, 1863. These books contain a full
description and complete record of said volunteers. All
the books, both old and new, are rapidly assuming
a serious and alarmingly worn appearance ; having
been in constant use for the past few years, the rec-
ords of many men are in great danger of being obliter-
ated by reason of the dilapidated condition of the pages
on which they are recorded. A new and more conven-
ient set of books should be immediately manufac-
tured, containing more space for remarks ; the record
of each organization should be copied therein, and each
in a book by itself. The expense attending these improve-
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ments would be but trifliug, and the clerical assistance
of the office would in no manner have to be increased
beyond the number authorized by law, to transact the
current duties of the office.
I would respectfully call the attention of the Honorable
Legislature to the paramount importance of these improve-
ments being made, and would feel gratified if they would
take action in causing the books to be exa,mined, and if
their judgment approves, direct that the improvements
suggested be carried into execution.
CONCLUSION.
As, with the present report, I shall have concluded the
history of the volunteer organizations of the State, and
the operations of this office whichfsince I entered upon
its duties, have pertained to the late war, I feel that I may
cheerfully and satisfactorily sever my connection with
the position to which your Excellency's predecessor ap-
pointed me, and with somewhat of a feeling that I have
made a tolerable completion of the work of what will
always be known as a remarkable epoch in the military
history of the State.
The difficulties to be encountered and the vexations to
be undergone have been many, and have been perhaps
sufficiently alluded to in the other portions of this Report.
The suddenness of the war, the inadequacy, or I might
say the entire absence, of military system, the scanty ac-
commodations allowed by law for carrying on the business
of the department, the almost total want of all military
knowledge among those who had been called upon to
commence the great work of raising and organizing
troops, and in which I lacked as much as any ; the lack
of system and order, in this department, which, above all
others, demands accuracy and method ; the magnitude of
the work to be performed, and the necessary hurry in
which much of it had to be executed ; these, and scores of
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other difficulties equally severe, have rendered the duties
of the office arduous, incessant, and at times unpleasant.
There has, however, been a bright side to the picture.
I have been fortunate in the choice of my assistants. I
have found the officers of the army, both regular and
volunteer, with whom I have come in contact, uniformly
courteous and obliging. Your predecessor, Governor
Gilmore, was always ready to second any effiarts of this
department for the furtherance of its objects. The Coun-
cil and former members of the State government have
done all in their power to aid me, and the Legislature has
never failed, when their attention has been called to any
deficiency, to readily and liberally supply whatever has
been wanted. To your Excellency, the Executive Coun-
cil, and all the present board of State officers, my warm-
est thanks are due for valuable suggestions, timely assist-
ance, and the always obliging spirit in which my official
connection with yourself and them has been carried on.
Many times I have thought propertosupply some want,
arising on an emergency, which was not anticipated by
law, but I have never failed to procure from the Executive
an approval of all reasonable expenditures, and from tbe
Legislature a relief from personal responsibility therefor.
During my continuance in office I have made many
warm personal friends, and, I trust, but few personal ene-
mies. There are man}^ things to regret in leaving a posi-
tion which may necessarily sever many of these pleasant
connections
; but I am sure that the acquaintances thus
formed will prove a lasting source of pleasure in the future.
The war, which seemed likely to last a long time when
I assumed the duties of the position, has been successfully
brought to a close. The part which New-Hampshire has
taken in the contest has not been surpassed by that of any
other State, considering its means and its population, and
its record may well be a matter of pride to every citizen
of the State. I deem it a high privilege to have been in
some degree connected with the military history of the
Commonwealth of ISTew-Hampshire, and to recognize and
acknowledge, in every way, the debt we owe to the brave
men to whom is due the preservation of the Union and
the restoration of the Government.
Respectfully, your obedient servant,
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INCLUDING ALL CHANGES, AND CORRECTING ALL ERRORS TO DATE, SEP-
TEMBER 15, 1866.
FIRST REGIMENT INFANTRY.




Page 3, of Report of 1865. First Lieutenant John M. Clark, should read First Lieutenant
Joseph M. Clough.
. . 24. For David F. Meade, read David F. Meader.
SECOND REGIMENT INFANTRY.
ADDENDA.
Page 63, of Report of 1865. Capt. Hiram Rollins, wounded severely at Bull Run, Va., July 21,




Page 3. Second Lieutenant John W. Hammond. Not mustered on commission. Mustered out
as 8prf;(»ant, Dec. 19, 1865.
3. First Lieutenant Frank H. Hervey. Not mustered on commission. Mustered out as
(^iiuirtennaster Sergeant, June 12, 1865.
4. Capt. Daniel W. Bohonon. Mustered out, Dec. 19, 1865. Was reported absent on
muster-out of Regiment.
4. First Lieutenant Henry C. Tyler. Not mustered on commission. Mustered out as First
Sergeant, Dec. 19, 1865.
5. First Lieutenant Freeman F. Sanborn. Not mustered on commission. Mustered out
as Second Lieutenant.
5. Second Lieutenant Richard W. Robinson. Not mustered on commission. Mustered
out as Quarteimaster Sergeant, Dec. 19, 1865.
16. Corporal Frank C. Wasley. Promoted to Sergeant. Promoted to Sergeant Major,
Aug. 25, 1862.
18. Henry M. Gilson. Erroneously reported a deserter. Was discharged for disability at
Concord, N. H., April 21, 186-3.
19. Private William Allen. No discharge furnished.
20. Private George W. Altland. No discharge furnished.
20. Private Hans Anderson. No discharge furnished.
20. Private George Andrews. No discharge furnished.
20. Private Casper Albach. No discharge furnished.
21. Private James Bartlett. No discharge lurnished.
21. Private Jop C. Benerchad. No discharge furnished.
23. Private Stephen B. Cram, should read Shepherd B. Cram.
44. Private Amos H. Rand, should read Ammi C. Rand.
44. Private James E. Rogers, sliould read Henry V. Rogers. For date of desertion, read
May 25, 1863.
46. For John Staples, read John C. Staples.
51. Private George F. Taplin. Not transferred from 12th N. H. V. See page 464, for cor-
rect record.
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ERRATA.
Page 2. Major Levi N. Converse, coniniissioned May 8, 1865, should read May 18, 1865.
2. Quartermaster Francis W. Perkins, commissioned May 21, 1861, should read Aug. 21,
1861.
5. Second Lieutenant George C. Stephens, should read George C. Stevens. Not mustered
on commission. Mustered out as First Sergeant, Dec. 19, 1865.
5. Sergeant Major James E. Saunders. Re-enlisted, June 1, 1864, should read, Re-enlisted,
Jan. 1, 1864. '
9. Edward K. Noyes. Discharged for disability, March 7, 1862, should read, Discharged
for disability, March 8, 1862.
9. Corporal Alfred W. Benham should read, Alfred W. Berham.
10. Private ( harles McGlauflin. Promoted to Sergeant, Jan. 1, 1863, instead of Jan. 1. 1862.
10. Private George W. Nixon. Date of jjronioiidn to Corpor.il should be, Jan. 1, 1863.
11. Private Ezra C. Goodwin. Date of promotion to Corporal should be, Sept. 1, 1862.
12. Private Charles H. Chase. Killed at Bull Run, Va., July 21, 1861, instead of July 21,
1860.
13. Private John Henderson. Died of wounds, July 8, 1863, instead of July 8, 1862.
14. For date of muster, read June 5, 1861, instead of June 5, 1865.
15. Private James B. Silver. For date of discharge, read Kov. 16, 1863, instead of Nov.
19, 1863.
15. Private Albert J. Hanson. Promoted to Sergeant, Dec. 19, 1863, should read, Pro-
moted to First Sergeant, Dec. 19, 1863.
19. Private George W. Ayer. For date of muster, read Aug. 12, 1862, instead of Aug. 18,
1862.
22. For John Brown, Co. I, read John W. Brown.
23. Musician Andrew Brackett. For date of muster, read Jan. 2, 1864, instead of Jan.
3, 1864.
24. Private James Clark. For date of Promotion to Sergeant, read May 1, 1865.
26. Private Edwin R. Cilley. Erroneously reported as Transferred from 13th N. H. V.
See page 491 (Recruits" 13th N. H. V.) for correct record.
28. Private Samuel G. Davis. For date of muster, read Sept. 4, 1862, instead of Sept. 4,
1861.
28. Private John A. Emerson. Date of muster should read Sept. 9, 1861.
29. Private Nathaniel Freeman. For date of muster-out, read Sept. 7, 1864, instead of
Sept. 17, 1864.
29. Private Oscar F. Frink, should read Oscar F. Funk.
30. Musician Joseph Gwin, should read Jo.oeph Guion.
30. Private E. L. Goodwin. For date of discharge, read Jan. 22, 1862, instead of Jufae 22,
1862.
30. Private Bdmond Gray, should read Edward Gray.
32. Private Charies W. Hoyt, should read Charles H. Hoyt.
33. Private John E. Hartwell. For Volunteer, read Dratted or Substitute.
34. Private George H. Jackson, should read George A. Jackson.
35. Private Grey \V. Johnson. For date of transfer, read June 21, 1865, instead of June
21, 1863.
35. Private Charies H. Kendall. Transferred from 17th N. H.V., April 16, 1865, shouldread
Charles H. Kimball. Transferred from 17th N. H. V., April 16, 1863.
40. Private Philip McGuire. For date of muster, read Dec. 5, 1864, instead of Dec. 8, 1864.
41. For Kichard McCoskey, read Richard McCloskey.
41. For Jaines jMcInter, read James Mclntee.
41. Private John McCarty, should read No discharge furnished.
42. Private Henry Norton. Absent sick, Dec. 16, 1865, should read December 19, 1865.
43. For Ebenezer Pickering, read Ebenezer S. Pickering.
43. For Samuel l^erkins, read Sutnner Perkins,
43. Private Joseph Poor. For place of death, read Salisbury, N. C, instead of Salisbury,
N. H.
44. Private Michael Pertele. For date of muster out, read Aug. 10, 1865, instead of October
10, 1865.
44. Private Merrick H. Ross. For date of discharge, read Dec. 5, 1862, instead of Dec. 5,
1863.
44. Private Charles O. Roberts, for 1665 read 1865, for date of muster-out.
44. Private Byron Root. For date of discharge, read Sept. 8, 1862.
46. For Joshua H. Sargent, read Josiah H. Sargent.
46. For George R. Spaulding, read Georpe C. Spaulding.
46. Edward Studloy. Tran.'^ferred from 17th N. H. V., April 21, 1865. should read Edward
I). Sto.idley. Transferred from 17th N. H. V., April 16, 1863.
47. From ^Vi]lia^ll Stevenson to Thomas Stewart, for period of service, read 3 years instead
of 9 months.
50. Private John Travers. For date of promotion to Sergeant, read July 1, 1864.
51. Private Charles H. Vainhan, should read Charles H. Vainham.
51. Private John Vashan, should read John Vashau.
51. Private George A. Watson, should read George H. Watson.
52. Private James Walsh. For date of wound, read Aug. 18, 1864, instead of Aug., 1864.
52. Private Daniel Wright. For date of muster, read Aug. 23, 1861, instead of Aug. 23,
1863.
52. Private John D. Wright. For date of muster, read Aug. 21, 1861, instead of Aug. 21,
1863.
53. Private John Wallace. For date of muster, read Feb. 9, 1865, instead of Feb. 19, 1865.
53. Private George Young. For date of muster, read Dec. 4, 1863, instead of Dec. 4, 1864.
53. For Charles W. Wilson, read Charles W. Watson.
54. For Oren Buck, read Oren Brock.
56. Private Elbridge Prentice. For date of muster, read Feb. 25, 1864, instead of Feb. 25,
1865.
57. Private James M. Thompson, should read James A. Thompson.
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THIRD REGIMENT INFANTRY.
ADDENDA.
Page 58. Captain James W. Plaisted. Not mustered on commission. Mustered out as First
Lieutenant, July 21, 1865.
. . 59. First Lieutenant Thomas Price. Not mustered on commission. Mustered out as First
Sergeant, .July 20, 18(35.
. . 59. Captain Daniel Eldredge. Honorably discliarged as First Lieutenant, June 22, 1865, to
date May 21, 1865, to enable him to accept au appointment in Veteran Reserve Corps.
. . 69. First Lieutenant William E. Hammett, was not mustered on commission as First Lieu-
tenant. Mastered out as Second Lieutenant, July 20, 1865.
.. 59. First Lieutenant Walter J. Richards. Not mustered on commission. Mustered out as
First Sergeant, July 20, 1865.
.. 60. First Lieutenant George R.James. Not mustered on commission. Mustered out as
Second Lieutenant, July 20, 1865.
. . 60. First Lieutenant Michael J. Connolly. Not mustered on commission. Mustered out as
Second Lieutenant, to date Oct. 6, 1864.
.. 60. Captain John H. Hitchcoclv. Kot mustered on commission. Dismissed as First Lieu-
tenant, March 3, 1865.
.. 60. Captain Arlon S. Atherton. Not mustered on commission. Mustered out as First
Lieutenant, July 20, 1865.
. . 60. Second Lieutenant James M. Chase. Not mustered on commission. Discharged for
disabiiity as First Sergeant, July 7, 1865.
. . 72. Private Chas. H. Drew. Deserted to the enemy at Pinckney Island, S. C, Aug. 6,1862.
. . 73. William H. H. Nichols. Discharged for disability at Hilton Head, S. C, Oct. 29, 1862,
instead of Aug. 29. 1862.
. . 78. Private Samuel Crooke No discharge furnished.
.. 78. Private Alpheus Chickering JSo discharge furnished.
. . 90. Private Peter Whitmore Absent, place unknown. No discharge furnished.
ERRATA.
Page 62. For Charles O. Emury, read Charles O. Emery.
63. For William H. Huntress, read Wilbur H. Huntress.
63. Private Leander White, wounded severely, May 13, 1864, instead of May 15, 1864.
63. Private Norman F. Whitmore, date of transfer should read Sept. 17, 186-3, instead of
Sept. 7, 1864.
64. Private Isaac W. March, for date of discharge, read Nov. 18, 1862.
65. For Thomas O'Brien, read Terrence O'Brien.
74. Private Ueorge H. Davis, for date of re-enlistment, read Jan. 1, 1864.
77. Private John Battis. In column of remarks, should read wounded severely, Aug. 16,
1864. Absent wounded at Philadelphia, Pa., since. No discharge furnished.
77. Private William IJancho. For date of death, read July 5, 1864, instead of July 5, 1854.
78. John Crowley. For date of death, read Jan. 16, 186-5, instead of Jan. 16, 18tj4.
79. Private Alexander Cook. Company K, instead of R.
80. Private Daniel Dugan, should read Daniel J. Dugan.
80. Charles H. Tamworth, should read Charles H. Farnsworth.
83. Private Edward Jones. For date of wound, read May 18, 1864, instead of May 18, 1865.
85. Private Sylvanus Maxdeld. For date of muster out, read June 5, 1865, instead of June
8, 1865.
88. Private James Regan. Letter of Company should be K, instead of R. "
89. Private James P. Simonds. Letter of Company should be A, instead of D.
89. I'rivate John Smith. Letter of Company should be D, instead of A.
94. For Henry Ingraham, road Henry Inghram.
95. Private George W. Jackson. Date of muster should read Feb. 19, 1884, instead of Feb.
19, 1865.
95. Private George L. Jones. Date of muster should read Feb. 16, 1864, instead of Feb. 16,
1865.
96. For Walter Richards, read Walter J. Richards.
FOURTH REGIMENT INFANTRY.
ADDENDA.
Page 98. Adjutant Harvey F. Wiggin. Not mustered as Adjutant. Mustered out as First
IJeutenant, Oct. 25, 1864.
98. Quartermaster William K. Norton. Not mustered as Quartermaster. Mustered out
as First Lieutenant, Aug. 23, 1865.
99. Captain Leonard A. Gay. Not mustered as Captain. Mustered out as First Lieuten-
ant, Aug. 23, 1865.
. . 100. Captain Benjamin R. Wheeler. Not mustered as Captain. Mustered out as Second
Lieutenant, to date Nov. 7, 18(M.
.. 101. Sergeant Major Charles L. Brown. For residence, read Manchester.
. . 126. Private Clarence L. Bryer No discharge furnished.
ERRATA.
Page 98. Chaplain Liberty Billings. For Second U. S. C. T., read Second S. C. C. T.
99. Captain Frederick A. Kendall. Should read honorably discharged to accept appoint-
ment as Captain Eighth U. S. C. H. A., Aug. 17, 1865.
. . 101. Second IJeutenaut Hiram Hurd. Mustered out as First Sergeant instead of First
Lieutenant.
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rage 102. For Elias H. Bryant^ read Elias A. Bryant.
. . 104. Private Josiali It. West. For residence, read Fremont instead of Tremont.
104. For Hanson W. I'arney, read Alanson W. Barney.
104. Private Sheldon Ingle.'ion. For residence, read I'oultney, Vt.
107. FrivateStephen J. Wcntworth. Promoted to Second Lieutenant, Dec. 1, 1864. Should
read, Dec. 1, 1863.
107. Private Charles H. Wentworth. Was discharged April 6, 1864, instead of AprU 6, 1863.
108. For Josepli ilcDavid, read Joseph McDaid.
111. For Albert K. Woodward, read Albert B. Woodward.
111. For Lorenzo Wrij;ht, read Lorenzo Weight.
118. For Andrew J. Libby read Andrew G. Libby.
121. Private John Kemsun. Was not assigned to any company.
124. Private Alfred Taylor. Mustered Jan. 5, 1865, instead of Jan. 5, 186.
129. For Aaron T. Hackett, read Aaron Y Hackett.




Page 167. Private Linder Marnize, Company K. Deserted to the enemy at Petersburg,Va., Oct.
28, 1864. Apprehended. Sentenced by G. C. M. " to be hung .by the neck until he is
dead." Sentence commuted, and directed to be dislionorably discharged, and con-
lined in the penitentiary, Albany, N.Y., for the period of three years. Date of order,
Aug. 12, 1865.
EKEATA.
Page 136. Lieutenant Colonel Welcome A. Crafts. Date ofcommission should read Oct. 28, 1864,
instead of Oct. 28, 1865.
137. Company B, in column of ranl<, read First Lieutenants, instead of Lieutenants.
137. For First Lieutenant, Ira F. Bronson, read Ira T. Bronson.
137. For Second Lieutenant, George Vagier, read George Yazier.
141. For David G. Johnson, read David Johnson.
141. For Josepli Kenney, read Joseph G. Kenney.
143. For Lewis Strong, read Lewis J. Strong.
143. For Arthur Harlow, read Arthur Harlon.
144. Corporal iMatthew T. Tovvne. For date of discharge, read Dec. 25, 1862, instead of
Dec. 25, 1865.
145. For heading of page, read Fifth Regiment, instead of Fourth Regiment.
145. For Melvin V. Wilcox, read Melvin S. Wilco.x.
145. For Lucian E. Lincoln, read Lucian O. Lincoln.
149. Private Placide Adams. Re-enlisted, Jan. 1, 1861, should read Re-enlisted Jan. 1, 1864.
150. Private George A. Gay. Promoted to Sergeant. Promoted to Sergeant, Aug. 14,1862,
should read Promoted to Sergeant. Promoted to Sergeant M-ajor, Aug. 14, 1862.
151. Private Osborne Anderson. Deserted, Nov. 14, 1865. Apprehended, May 12, 1864,
should read Deserted, Nov. 14, 1864. Apprehended, May 12, 1865.
153. Daniel Blanchard. Period of service, should read 3 years, and was " drafted or substi-
tute."
154. Private Bozile Boucher. Residence should read Alton instead of Walton.
156. Private William H. Chase. Missing, April 7, 1865, should nnul .Missing, April 6, 1865.
156. Private Charles F. Crockett. Captured, April 6, 1865, should read Captured, April 7,
1865.
157. Private Henry Dale. Date of discharge should read May 7, 1865, instead of May 17, 1865.
159. Private Charles Flamra. Assigned to Company E. Wounded, June 3, 1865, should
read June 3, 1864.
159. Private Isaac L.Gardner, Wounded, June 17, 1865, should read Wounded, June 17, 1864.
162. Private James Hicks. Should read Company K.
164. For Orvan Kinland, read Owen Kinland.
165. For Michael Lonourd, read Michael Leonard.
168. Privates John McCartliy, Henry McNally, William Miller, and William McGregor, the
date of muster of each should read Sept. 9, 1864, instead of Sept. 8, 1864.
169. For Levi Newspaune, read Levi J^ewspaum.
169. For Charles H. Parmallee, read Charles H. Parmalee.
170. Private John Pedro. Sliould read Company E.
171. Private I'atrick Ryan. Missing, April 7, 1865, should read April 6, 1865.
171. Private Cornelius N. Stone, should read Cornelius H. Stone.
173. Private John Scanlan. For date of promotion, read Jan, 11,1865, instead of June 11,
1865.
174. Private Andrew B. Taylor. Should read drafted or substitute.
175. Private Timothy Tor.sey. Missing in action, June 1, 1865, should read, June 1, 1864.
175. Private Charles H. Tibbetts. Date of muster should read Aug. 12, 1864, instead of
Aug. 17, 1864.
175. For Petro Trudell, read Peter Trudell.
175. Private Joseph S. Thompson. For date of muster-out, read July 18, 1865, instead of
July 8, 1865.
177. Sergeant David C. Wyatt. Promoted to First Sergeant, instead of Sergeant.
178. Private Norman D. Corser. For date of muster, read March 29, 1864, instead ofMarch
29, 1865.
178. For Thomas F. Hilliard, read Thomas T. Billiard.
179. Private George W. Smith. For residence, read Plymouth instead of Portsmouth.
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SIXTH REGIMENT INFANTRY.
ADDENDA.
Page 189. Private W. Willis Mead. Gained from desertion. Discharged for disability at An-
napolis, Md., January 6, 1863. Keported unojficialhj , as having been captured and
e.xchanged.
.. 200. Private Henry Anderson No discharge furnished.
. . 225. Private Jerome Solioz Dishonorably discharged, Jan. 14, 1865,with loss of all
pay, allovt'ances, and bounty, and to be conflned at hard labor for the period of four
years, at the penitentiary, Albany, N. Y.
.. 228. Private Theodore Van Akerson Dishonorably discharged, Jan. 4, 1865, veith
forfeiture of all pay,a llowances, and bounty,and to be confined at hard labor for
the period of four years, in the penitentiary at Albany, N. Y.
ERRATA.
Page 182. Captain Robert Ela, should read Capt, Robert L. Ela.
183. Second Lieutenant Charles H. Hull. Resigned, July 13, 1863, should read Jan. 13, 1863
183. For Elijah J. Platts, read Elijah T. Tlatts.
184. Private Hollis May. Discharged April 7, 1868, instead of April 7, 1865.
187. Corporal Erastus C. Davis. Discharged, June 24, 1862, instead of June 24, 1864.
188. For Stephen M. Fowle, read Stephen M. Towle.
192. For Robert H. Craford, read Robert H. Crawford.
193. For VVilliam A. Perry, read William H. Ferry.
194. Trivate Charles 11. Hall. For date of muster, read Dec. 11, 1861, instead of Dec. 9, 1861.
196. For Oliver Herson, Jr., read Oliver Hersom, Jr.
197. For Henry Griffin, read Henry J. Grifiin.
199. For Jonathan M. Mansfield, read Jonathan N. Mansfield.
201. Private (Jharles Blandiug. For date of desertion, read Jan. 25, 1864, instead of Jan
25, 1863.
206. Private James M. Cooper. Date of muster should read Dec. 18, 1863, instead of Dec.
10, 1863.
207. Private Aionzo D. Creamer. For residence, read Stratford instead of Strafford.
211. Private Joseph Guathree. Wounded, July 11, 1864, instead of July 17, 1864.
213. Private Henry H. Hutching. For date of wounds, read July 5, 1864, instead of June
5, 1864.
215. Private John Johnson. Deserted, Jan. 31, 1864, instead of Jan. 3, 1864.
215. Private Herman L. Jones. Transferred from Co. K, 11th N. H. V., instead of 17th
N. H. V.
216. Private Jlichael Little. Captured, May 6, 1864, instead of April 2, 1864.
217. Private Joaquim Limo. Should read V. instead of D. or S.
219. Privates James McCockrin, James McG rough, James McCormick, Trueworthy L.
Moulton, Michael Maloney, William H. Muzzey, and Daniel McMann. Date of
muster of eacli, should read 1863, instead of 1864.
219. Private James W. McCauley. Should read Company A.
220. Private William McCaun. Should read unknown, instead of 3 years and D. or S.
220. Private Fardent Myer. Mustered out, June 12, 1865, should read mustered out, July 17,
1865.
221. Private James McMurphy. Mustered, Sept. 14, 1863, should read mustered, Sept. 14
1864.
222. Prii ate Reuben Pierre. Blustered, June 5, 1864, .should read Mustered, Jan. 6, 1864.
222. Private Franklin Fell. Mustered, June 2, 1864, should read Jan. 2, 1864.
222. Musician Frank W. Page. Mustered, Dec. 3, 1863, should read Dec. 1, 1863.
225. Private Charles Selkiughaus. Absent sick since May 10, 1865, should read absent sick
since May 10, 1864.
226. Private Gustav Shuneman. Should read Company I.
226. I'rivate John Stern. Should read Company F.
228. For Kloazcr Trombly, read Eleazer Twombly.
228. Private Cluirlis C. Tappan. Date of muster, Jan. 23, 1855, should read Jan. 23, 1865.
229. I'rivate Charli's White. Exchanged, June 24, 1865, instead of June 24, 1864.
231. Private Joseph Witliam. Should read I'romoted to Corporal, July 1, 1865. Mustered
out, July IT. ISIm, instead of mustered out, July 17, 1864.
231. Private Mark \Vaternian. Missing, May 12, 1865, should read missing. May 12, 1864.
232. Corporal Hosea Q. Blaisdell. Should read Company D.
233. Private John G. Colcord. Date of muster, Dec. 20, 1863, instead of Dec. 21, 1863.
236. t;orporal Andrew J. Stevens. Died of wounds, should read Died of disease.
236. Sergeant Charles H. WiUey. Died Dec. 23, 1864, instead of Dec. 23, 1865.
SEVENTH REGIMENT INFANTRY.
ADDENDA.
Page 249. Private Thomas Haley Died of disease at Andersonville, Ga., Sept. 12, 1864.
Grave No. 8537.
. . 260. Private James H. Carmichael No discharge furnished.
ERRATA.
Page 239. Second Lieutenant George W.Taylor. Date of commission, should read April 29, 1862,
instead of April 29, 1865.
. . 239. First Lieutenant Frank Kobie. Mustered out, July 28, 1865, should read mustered out,
July 20, 1865.
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Page 240. First Lieutenant Leauder W. Fogg. Promoted to Corporal, should read Pro-
moted to Captain.
241. Private Mansel Bixby. Wounded, July 18, 1865, should read July 18, 1863.
241. Private Henry B. Davis. Ile-eulisted, Feb. 29, 1864, should read Ke-enlisted, Feb. 27,
1864.
242. Private Thornton Hazen. Wounded, July 1, 1863, should read July 18, 1863.
243. Private Joseijli J. Wilder, should read Joseph H. Wilder.
243. For Charles F. J. Woodbury, read Charles F. H. Woodbary.
243. For Elihu F. French, read Elihu T. French.
244. For Simon Applebee, read Simeon Applebee.
24.5. Private Martin M. Bowles.- Wounded, July 13, 1863, should read July 18, 1863.
245. For Harrinian JIann, read Harrison G. Mann.
247. For Onville Upton, read Orville Upton.
248. For Alexander F. Stevens, read Alexander S. Stevens.
248. Corporal Robert O. Farrand. Mustered out, June 23, 1864, should read Mustered out,
June 23, 1865.
249. Private Eilwin V. Parker. Date of transfer, Jan. 1, 1862, instead of June 1, 1862.
249. Private Eiihraim Petteugill. For St. Agusfine, read St. Augustine.
253. Private Daniel Symmes; Date of discharge, should read Feb. 7, 1863, instead of Feb.
17, 1863.
253. Private George Tuttle. Transferred to Company D, should read transferred from
(Company D.
253. Private Ira Atkinson. Discharged, June 4, 1863, should read, Jan. 4, 1863.
253. Private George A. Purge. I'romoted to Corporal, May 26, 1862, should read Aug. 25,
1862.
253. For Martin H. Brown, read Matthew H. Brown.
2.54. Private John W. Haydeu. Date of death, should read Feb. 8, 1862, instead of Feb.,
1862.
256. For Edwin Sturtevant, read Ehvin Sturtevant.
263. Private llfiuy Hunter. Dale of muster, ( )et. 31, 1861, should read Oct. 31, 1863.
264. For Warren E. Kirball, read Warren E. Kimball.
261. Private Charles ii. Kemp. Died, Aug. 19, 1864, should read Aug. 9, 1864.
264. For Charter Kimball, read Charter Kirball.
265. Private Frederick Koch. Date of muster, Dec. 22, 1863. should read Dec. 22, 1864.
265. Private Timotiiy Keliiier, I)ate of muster, Dec. 30, 1863, should read Dec. 30, 1864.
265. Private Cliarles Midwood. Mustered out, June 26, 1864, should read, June 26, 1865.
268. Private Judson Stone. Date of death, Aug. 18, 1864, should read Aug., 1864.
269. Private Dennis Sullivan. For D. or S., read V.
269. Private William Shehan. Read D. or S.
270. Private George P. Tilt. Kead Company A, instead of Company H.
271. Private James Williams. For date of muster, read Kov. 17, 1863, instead of Nov. 17,
1862.
272. Private Thomas Young. Promoted to Corporal, Feb. 31, 1865, should read Promoted
to Corporal, Feb. 3, 1865.
EIGHTH REGIME^VT INFANTRY.
ERRATA..
Page 280. For First Lieutenant Luther P. Hosley, read Luther T. Hosley.
281. First Sergeant Luther T. Hosley. Residence, Pepperell, Mass.
285. Private .)o)m Howe. Killed at Salem Cross Roads, should read Sabine Cross Roads.
287. Private Thomas Furgurson. For date of discharge, read Feb. 17, 1863.
289. Private Albert Koyess. Re-eulisted, Jan. 4, 1865, should read Jan. 4, 1864.
291. Private Samuel C. JIcDuflee. For re-enlisted, July, 1863, read Returned, July, 1863.
291. For First Sei-geant Sanborn J. Smart, read Samuel J. Smart.
291. For John Robins, read John Robbins.
294. For Frank J. Smith, read Frank 1. Smith.
294. Sergeant George B. Johnson. Promoted to Sergeant, should read Promoted to First
Sergeant.
298. Private I'liilip Shngree. Residence, Manchester, in.stead of Nashua.
298. Private Jolin Thornton. Residence, Manchester, instead of Nashua.
298. For Private Doric Boresaw, read Doric Borasaw, and for date of transfer, read Jan. 1,
1865, instead of June 1, 1865.
300. For William Churchhill, read William Churchill.
301. For I'eter F. Dickey, read Peter T. Dickey.
301. Private Charles Elmes. Deserted at Franklin, La., Dec. 26, 1863, should read Dec. 20,
1863.
301. Private Francis Echart. For date of transfer, read Jan. 1, 1865, Instead of Jan. 1, 1864.
302. For W^illiam S. Hopkins, alias R. Frank Rogers, read William S. Hopkins, alias B.
Frank Rogers.
303. Privates Samuel Jones, Bartholomew Jordan, Joseph Jones, and Allen Johnson,
should read D. or S., instead of V.
303. Private Benjamin Levey. For date of desertion, read July, instead of April.
304. Private Charles Moreland. Should read Company D.
304. Private Lewis Maas. Should read Company A.
304. Private Thomas Martin. Should read Company G, and also Nov. 11, 1863, instead of
Nov. 10, 1803, for date of muster.
305. Private Adam Osborn Transferred to Company C, Veteran Battalion 8th N.
H. v., Jan. 1, 1865, should read (ransferrcd to Company B.
306. From Benjamin M. Shepley to Charles Siuittd, inclusive, read V. instead of D. or S.
306. Private Daniel Stevens. Kead Company D, instead of Company F.
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Page 307. Private George Slamer. Date of muster, should read Sept. 29, 1863, instead of Sept.
21, 1863.
. . 308. Private Charles "Wise. Date of muster, Aug. 30, 1863, should read Aug. 20, 1863, and
date of desertion, Dec. 20, 1863, should read Dec. 80, 1863.
309. Musician John C. Aldrich. Should read Company D.
310. For Eadwin R. Crane, read Edwin R. Crane.
310. Sergeant George Elliott. For Wolborough, read Wolfborough.
310. Private George H. Eastman. Captured at Yellow Bayou, La., May 16, 1864, should
read May 17, 1864.
310. Private Tobias M. Elliott. For Wolborough, read Wolfborough.
311. First Sergeant George B. Johnson. For date of promotion, read Dec. 16, 1863, instead
of Dec. 10, 1863.
312. John W. Locke. Transferred to Company B, instead of Company A.
312. Private David A. Lewis, shoidd read David N. Lewis, Company G.
312. For Harlow F. Morse, read Harlan F. Morse.
314. Corporal Joel H. Stimson. Transferred to Company B, instead of Company C.
VETERAN BATTALION EIGHTH REGIMENT INFANTRY.
ERRATA.
Page 317. Second Lieutenant John J. Nolan, date of transfer, read Jan. 2, 1865, instead of Jan.
7, 186.5.
318. Private Eustace LePlant. Date of muster, read Nov. 11, 1863, instead of Nov. 6, 1863.
319. Private John C. Richardson. Mustered out, Jan. 20, 1865, should read June 20, 1865.
321. Private Freeman A. Hobart. Mustered out, Oct. 21, 1865, should read Oct. 28, 1866.
321. Private Harlan F. ilorse, date of muster, read Jan. 4, 1864, Instead of Jan. 4, 1862.
321. For Gustavo Olson, read Gustave (Jlsen.
322. Private William Tilley. Date of discharge should read Jan.. instead of June.
322. Chailes Bradley and Benjamin Hawkins, under-cooks. Period of service should be
unknown, instead of three years.
NINTH REGIMENT INFANTRY.
ADDENDA.
Page 354. Private Silas Howe. For remarks, read Discharged by order, at Washington, D. C.,
3Iay 26, 1865, instead of Deserted en route to Regiment, Aug., 1864.
ERRATA.
Page 320. Lieut. Col. George H. Chandler. Mustered out as Major, June 10, 1862, should read
Mustered out as Major, June 10, 1865.
. . 328. Sergeant JIajor George P. Sylvester. Promoted to Second Lieutenant, instead of
First Lieutenant.
329. Private Alonzo D. Emery. Date of muster should read Aug. 7, 1862.
330. Asa A. McCusick Died of disease at Salisbury, N. C., date unknown.
330. From Nelson Foster to William P. Huckins, inclusive, read Aug. 7, 1862, instead of
Aug. 7, 1863, for date of muster.
330. For Hairy 8. Jefts, read Henry S. Jefts.
330. Private William H. I'erkins Missing at Poplar Grove Church, Va., should
read 3Iissing at Poplar Grove Church, Va., Sept. 30, 1864.
335. Private Luther S. Mitchell. Date of capture, read 1864 instead of 1865.
336. Private George W. Andrews. Died of disease at Nashua, N. H., March 5, 1864,
should read March 15, 1864.
337. Private Edwin W. Downes. For date of muster read Aug. 8, 1862, instead of Sept. 8,
1862.
337. Private Albert H. Davis. For date of muster, read August instead of September.
338. Sergeant George P. Sylvester. For date of muster read Aug 5, 1862, instead of Aug.
6, 1862.
339. For Peter Lunday, read Peter Lundrey.
342. Private William II. Allen. For residence read Lancaster instead of Rochester.
348. Private Thomas Burns. Deserted at Point of Rocks, Va., Aug., 1864, instead of Aug.
1, 1864.
350. Private Peter Cawley, should read for period of .service, three years.
351. Musician Martin Dodd. For residence, read Wolfborough instead of Wolborough.
352. From John Gregory to bottom of page, for period of service read 3 years instead of
1 year.
352. Private Charles Grover. Wounded, May 12, 1865, should read Wounded, May 12, 1864.
353. Privates Michael Gibson, Daniel Grant, and George Grey, should read D. or S. instead
of V.
. . 353. Private Dennis Hillard. Discharged for disability, Feb. 3, 1865, should read discharged
for imbecility, Feb. 3, 1865.
355. Private David Lennox, Company H, should read Company K.
3.55. Private Henry LaPoint, Company K, should read Company H.
358. From William Ryan to Edward Ryan, read Volunteer instead of D. or S.; from
Eustine Rochette to Auguste Roberts, read D. or S. ; and from Charles Rowe to
James Sanders, read Volunteer.




Page 380. Private Pierpont Hammond. Reported, on muster-out roll of Company, Absent sick
in Hospital at Portsmouth Grove, R. I. No discharge furnished.
ERRATA.
Page 368. First Lieutenant John P. O'Brien. Mustered out as Second Lieutenant, June 21, 1865,
should read as First Sergeant.
. . 373. Private John F. Whipple. Promoted to Corporal June 1, 1865, instead of June 10,
1865.
. . 381. Private Jerry Breene. Captured at Fair Oaks, Va., Sept. 30, 1864, should read Cap-
tured at Fair Oaks, Va., Oct. 27, 1864.
. . 382. Private John D. I'edrick. Transferred to V. R. C, Sept. 1, 1865, should read Trans-
ferred to V. R. C, Sept. 1, 1864.
. . 386. Private Rodger Sheady. For date of muster, read Sept. 12, 1862, instead of Sept. 16,
1862.
. . 386. For Gustave F. Anderson, read Gustave A. Anderson.
. . 386. Private William Furgerson. Transferred to Navy, May 4, 18C4, instead ofMay 4, 1865.
. . 391. Private John Murphy should read Company C, instead of B.
. . 392. Privates John Valley, Charles H.Vainham, and Henry Vonphul, for residence of each,
read Unknown, instead of Manchester.
ELEVENTH REGIMENT INFANTRY.
Page 396. First Lieutenant Will C. Wood. Transferred to Company C, instead of Co. I.
396. For George B. Demeritt read George P. Demeritt.
398. Private Joshua W. Lane. For remarks, read Died of disease at Mound City, 111.,
May 30, 1863, instead of Mustered out, June 4, 1865.
398. Private True W. Langmaid. For remarks, read wounded slightly, May 6, 1864. Mus-
tered out, June 4, 1865, instead of Died of disease at Mound City, 111., May 30, 1863.
898. Private Alonzo E. Langmaid. For remarks, read Mustered out, June 4, 1865, instead
of Wounded slightly. May 6, 1864. Mustered out, June 4, 1865.
404. For William M. Clapp, read William N. Clapp.
405. For Dow E. Scott, read Don E. Scott.
TAVEL.FTH REGIMENT INFANTRY. „
ERRATA.
Page 437. Private Thomas E. Lawler. For date of muster-out, read June 21, 1865, instead of
June 2, 1865.
. . 439. For Perley D. Perldns, read Peleg D. Perkins.
THIRTEENTH REGIMENT INFANTRY,
ERRATA.
Page 475. For George Nute read George A. Nute.
EIGHTEENTH REGIMENT INFANTRY.
ERRATA.
Page 557. For George H. Thorn, read George H. Thom.
FIRST REGIMENT CAVALRY.
ERRATA.
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